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Abstract

We perform a systematic comparison of SAT and CSP models
for a challenging combinatorial problem, quasigroup comple-
tion (QCP). Our empirical results clearly indicate the superi-
ority of the 3D SAT encoding (Kautzet al. 2001), with var-
ious solvers, over other SAT and CSP models. We propose
a partial explanation of the observed performance. Analyti-
cally, we focus on the relative conciseness of the 3D model
and the pruning power of unit propagation. Empirically, the
focus is on the role of the unit-propagation heuristic of the
best performing solver, Satz (Li & Anbulagan 1997), which
proves crucial to its success, and results in a significant im-
provement in scalability when imported into the CSP solvers.
Our results strongly suggest that SAT encodings of permuta-
tion problems (Hnich, Smith, & Walsh 2004) may well prove
quite competitive in other domains, in particular when com-
pared with the currently preferred channeling CSP models.

Introduction
The Quasigroup Completion Problem (QCP) is a very chal-
lenging benchmark among combinatorial problems, which
has been the focus of much recent interest in the area of
constraint programming (Gomes & Shmoys 2002b; Dotú,
del Val, & Cebrían 2003). It has a broad range of prac-
tical applications such as conflict-free wavelength routing
in wide band optical networks, statistical design, and er-
ror correcting codes (Gomes & Shmoys 2002b); it has been
put forward as a benchmark which can bridge the gap be-
tween purely random instances and highly structured prob-
lems (Gomes & Shmoys 2002a); and its structure as a mul-
tiple permutation problem (Walsh 2001; Hnich, Smith, &
Walsh 2004) is common to many other important problems
in constraint satisfaction. Thus, solutions that prove effec-
tive on QCPs have a good chance of being useful in other
problems with similar structure.

Motivated by earlier results by (Gomes & Shmoys 2002b;
2002a) and (Dot́u, del Val, & Cebrían 2003) with integer
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programming and CSP models, we perform a systematic
study of modeling choices for quasigroup completion, test-
ing a variety of solvers and heuristics on various SAT and
CSP encodings. The clear winner is the SAT 3D-encoding
proposed in (Kautzet al. 2001), specially with the solver
Satz (Li & Anbulagan 1997), closely followed by the solver
Satzoo (Éen & Sörensson 2003) on the same encoding. As
these two solvers are quite different (one uses a strong form
of lookahead in its heuristic, but no backjumping or learning,
while the other relies heavily on the last two), the 3D encod-
ing appears to be quite robust as a representation. On the
other hand, CSP models perform significantly worse with
the two solvers we tried, and standard SAT encodings gen-
erated from the CSP models are simply too large in practice.
These results strongly suggest that the 3D encoding can turn
out to be quite competitive in other permutation problems
(many of which arise in quite practical problems (Hnich,
Smith, & Walsh 2004)) when compared with the currently
preferred channeling models.

The reasons for this appear to be twofold. First, we can
show that the 3D encoding (which is basically the “SAT
channeling model” of (Hnich, Smith, & Walsh 2004) ex-
tended to multiple permutations and dual models) exactly
captures the channeling models of QCPs as defined e.g. in
(Dotú, del Val, & Cebrían 2003), but in a much more con-
cise way, by collapsing primal and dual variables. Further,
we can show that the 3D encoding captures the “support
SAT encoding” of the channeling model, hence by results
of (Gent 2002), that unit propagation on the 3D encod-
ing achieves the same pruning as arc consistency (MAC)
in the CSP channeling model. These results appear easy
to extrapolate to other permutation problems (or similar
ones with ”channeling constraints”), which have received
a lot of recent attention (Chenget al. 1999; Walsh 2001;
Hnich, Smith, & Walsh 2004). Second, empirically, we
identify Satz’s UP heuristic as crucial to its success in this
domain; as shown by the fact that, when importing the
heuristic into our CSP solvers, we obtain significant im-
provements in their scalability. Further, the improvements
are much smaller if we only use lookahead to detect poten-
tial wipeouts (i.e. for “failed literal detection”), but choose
variables instead by some other standard heuristic such as
min-domain.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In sections 2 and
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3 we describe the QCP and various SAT and CSP encodings.
We then present in Section 4 the main empirical results for
someone who just wants to know the fastest way to solve
this kind of problem. Section 5 analyzes the theoretical rela-
tionships between representations along the lines discussed
above on conciseness and propagation power. Sections 6 and
7 inquire into solver-specific features that may explain the
success of Satz. As described above, the focus is on Satz’s
UP heuristic and its incorporation into CSP solvers. Finally,
we list some open questions and directions for future work.

The Quasigroup Completion Problem
A quasigroup is an ordered pair(Q, ·), whereQ is a set and
· is a binary operation onQ such that the equationsa ·x = b
andy · a = b are uniquely solvable for every pair of ele-
mentsa, b in Q (Gomes & Shmoys 2002b). The order n of
the quasigroup is the cardinality of the setQ. A quasigroup
can be seen as ann × n multiplication table which defines
a Latin Square, i.e. a matrix which must be filled with “col-
ors” (the elements of the setQ) so that the colors of each
row are all distinct, and similarly for columns. We focus on
the quasigroup completion problem (QCP), which is the NP-
complete problem (Colbourn ) of coloring a partially filled
Latin square. QCP share with many real world problems a
significant degree of structure, while at the same time allow-
ing the systematic generation of difficult problems by ran-
domly filling the quasigroup with preassigned colors. It is
thus ideally suited as a testbed for constraint satisfaction al-
gorithms (Gomes & Shmoys 2002a). Experimental studies
of the problem have confirmed its interest for research, by
for example helping to discover important patterns in prob-
lem difficulty such as heavy-tailed behavior (Gomeset al.
2000).

Among the kind of structure that has been identified in
many constraint satisfaction problems, and which is shared
by QCPs, is that of permutation problems. These are con-
straint satisfaction (sub)problems with the same number of
variables as values, where a solution is a permutation of
the values (Walsh 2001). Each row and column of a Latin
Square defines a permutation problem, thus the QCP is a
multiple permutation problem with2n intersecting permu-
tation constraints (n row permutation constraints andn col-
umn permutation constraints).

SAT and CSP Encodings
The two SAT encodings of the QCP of ordern considered in
this paper, introduced in (Kautzet al. 2001), usen Boolean
variables per cell; each variable represents a color assigned
to a cell, and the total number of variables isn3. The most
basic SAT encoding, which is known as 2-dimensional (2-
D) encoding, includes clauses that represent the following
constraints:

1. at least one color must be assigned to each cell (ALO-1);

2. no color is repeated in the same row (AMO-2); and

3. no color is repeated in the same column (AMO-3).

The other encoding, which is known as 3-dimensional (3-
D) encoding, adds to the 2-D encoding redundant clauses

that represent the following constraints:

1. each color must appear at least once in each row (ALO-2);

2. each color must appear at least once in each column
(ALO-3); and

3. no two colors are assigned to the same cell (AMO-1).

Both encodings haveO(n4) clauses. The labels associ-
ated to each clause set are explained later.

For the sake of brevity and clarity, the only CSP encoding
we describe is the “bichanneling model” of (Dotú, del Val,
& Cebrián 2003). It consists of:

• A set of primal variablesX = {xij | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
j ≤ n}; the value ofxij is the color assigned to the cell
in the ith row andjth column, andn is the order of the
quasigroup, i.e. the number of rows and columns.

• Two sets ofdual variables: R = {rik | 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤
k ≤ n}, where the value ofrik is the columnj where
color k occurs in rowi; andC = {cjk | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 0 ≤
k ≤ n} where the value ofcjk represents the rowi where
colork occurs in columnj.

The domain of all variables is{1, . . . , n}, where these val-
ues represent respectively colors, columns, and rows. Vari-
ables of different types are linked by channeling constraints:

• Row channeling constraintslink the primal variables with
the row dual variables:xij = k ⇔ rik = j.

• Column channeling constraintslink the primal variables
with the column dual variables:xij = k ⇔ cjk = i.

As pointed out in (Dot́u, del Val, & Cebrían 2003), this
model is a complete model of the problem; in particular,
the so called primal constraints, which explicitly state that
no two colors can be repeated in any one row or column,
are redundant, and hinder propagation. CSP “channeling”
encodings for permutation problems similar to the one pre-
sented here are discussed at length in (Hnich, Smith, &
Walsh 2004).

Experimental results: Part 1
We considered four state-of-the art SAT solvers: Satz (Li
& Anbulagan 1997), Chaff (Moskewiczet al. 2001),
Berkmin (Goldberg & Novikov 2002), and Satzoo (Eén &
Sörensson 2003). We chose Satz because some authors have
claimed that it is the best option to solve QCPs; our experi-
mental results provide evidence of this claim too. We chose
Chaff and Satzoo because they were the winners of the two
last SAT competitions, and Berkmin because it is often com-
petitive with Chaff. In addition, we tested two CSP solvers,
the GAC library described in (van Beek & Chen 1999), and
the MAC solver by Regin and Bessiere (Bessière & Ŕegin
1996). Note that for binary CSPs they are simply different
implementations of the MAC algorithm.

The instances tested in our experiments are of the QWH
type (quasigroup with holes (Kautzet al. 2001), generated
with lsencode ), are all satisfiable, and are located near
the phase transition.1 Our samples, with 200 instances each,

1Specifically, QWH instances of ordern are generated with
d1.6× n1.55e holes.
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% solved mean median
order Chaff Berkmin Satzoo Satz Chaff Berkmin Satzoo Satz Chaff Berkmin Satzoo Satz
35 99 100 100 100 59 24 37 6 3.2 0.5 16 1.2
37 96 99 100 100 232 173 129 42 24 4.7 5 5.8
40 82 86 96 99.5 518 590 861 539 288 112 142 41
43 50.5 62 78.5 84 279 1487 1799 1243 1085 2178 815 358
45 46 46 59.5 68 380 1312 1021 1181 > 12000 > 12000 1857 1184

Table 1: Comparison of Chaff, Berkmin, Satzoo and Satz on the 3-D encoding. Time in seconds, mean of solved instances.
Cutoff 12000 seconds. 1 GHz.

% solved mean (solved) median
order Satz GACvo Satz GACvo Satz GACvo
35 100 37 6 2970 1.2 > 12000
37 100 11 42 2572 5.8 > 12000
40 99.5 7 539 4546 41 > 12000

Table 2: Comparison of Satz on the 3-D encoding and GAC-
vo. Time in seconds. Cutoff 12000 seconds. 1 Ghz.

did not contain “balanced” problems, which are reported to
be the hardest; still, we did verify that they are much harder
for all solvers than the balanced problems tested in (Dotú,
del Val, & Cebrían 2003), which were not close enough to
the phase transition for their class.

Of all the solutions tried, we can discard the 2D SAT en-
coding and the primal CSP models, as they give significantly
worse results. Of the remaining encodings, the 3D encoding
was clearly superior with the four SAT solvers, with Satz
scaling somewhat better than Satzoo and both much better
than chaff. On the other hand, the CSP approach proposed
in (Dotú, del Val, & Cebrían 2003), which uses MAC on
the bichanneling model, scaled much worse on the (harder)
problems tested in this paper. There is therefore a clear di-
viding line between SAT and CSP encodings in terms of per-
formance. Table 1 provides the data for SAT solvers, and Ta-
ble 2 compares our best SAT solver with the CSP approach
(labeled GACvo) of (Dot́u, del Val, & Cebrían 2003), which
seems to be the best one in the literature, using GAC on the
bichanneling model with a special value ordering heuristic
(namedvdom+ in that paper). Note that the ratio of solved
problems for GACvo is much lower than reported in (Dotú,
del Val, & Cebrían 2003) for problems of the same order,
and that’s because our instances are harder.2

We will now explore potential explanations for these ob-
servations, and ways to improve these results for the CSP ap-
proaches drawn from these explanations. Our first focus will
be on comparing representations; later we consider solver-
specific issues (most importantly, the extra level of propaga-
tion and the heuristics of Satz).

2The improvements reported for the trichanneling model in
(Dotú, del Val, & Cebrían 2003) do not affect scaling behavior,
and are pretty much subsumed by the stronger forms of lookahead
discussed later. Hence we did not test this model for this paper.

Comparing models
In order to compare our models formally, we need a small
detour throughSAT encodings of CSP models, a third model-
ing option that we have not considered so far. In this context,
the many-valued CSP variables are represented by means
of a set of boolean variables, one for each possible assign-
ment. So, for example, a primal variablexij becomes a set
of boolean variablesxij = 1, . . . , xij = n. The semantics
of CSP domains is then captured by including one ALO (“at
least one”) clause for each variable, specifying that the vari-
able must take at least one of its possible values, andO(n2)
AMO (“at most one”) clauses which specify, for every pair
of possible values of a variable, that they can not be satisfied
simultaneously. In our bichanneling model, we would have
variablesxij = k, rik = j andcjk = i, for each triplej, k, i,
for a total of3n3 variables.

Define theminimal support encodingof the bichannel-
ing model as that consisting of AMO-ALO clauses for the
three variable types, together with thechanneling clauses
¬xij = k ∨ rik = j and¬rik = j ∨ xij = k, which di-
rectly encode the equivalencexi1 = j ⇔ rij = k which
defines the constraint betweenxij and rik (and similarly
for column channeling constraints). Clearly, the channeling
clauses completely characterize the channeling constraints,
hence the minimal support encoding is a complete model.

Thesupport encoding, as defined in (Gent 2002), encodes
a constraint between two variablesX andY by adding, for
each possible valuev of X, the clause¬X = v ∨ Y =
v1 ∨ . . . ∨ Y = vk, wherev1, . . . , vk is a list of all val-
uesw in the domain ofY such that(v, w) satisfies the con-
straint, i.e. a list ofsupportsfor the assignmentX = v.
For the bichanneling model, we can observe that the chan-
neling clauses of the minimal support encoding already en-
code the supports forxij = k and rik = j. For val-
ues v 6= k, the supports forxij = v are given by the
clause¬xij = v ∨

∨
h∈{1,...,n},h 6=j rik = h, and for val-

uesv 6= j, the supports forrik = v are given by¬rik =
v ∨

∨
h∈{1,...,n},h 6=k xij = h.

Proposition 1 Unit resolution obtains the same results on
the minimal support encoding as in the support encoding of
the bichanneling model.

Proof: Consider e.g. the constraint betweenxi1 andri2 (a similar
analysis holds for column channeling constraints). Since the chan-
neling clauses are preserved in the minimal encoding, it suffices to
show that the effect of unit propagation on the additional support
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clauses is also obtained without them. Forv 6= 2 we have the sup-
port clause¬xi1 = v∨

∨
h∈{1,...,n},h6=1 ri2 = h. We consider two

cases. First, supposeri2 = 2, . . . , ri2 = n are all false; we must
show that unit resolution on the remaining clauses imply¬xi1 = v.
Unit resolution on the ALO forri2 obtainsri2 = 1, which together
with the channeling clauses yieldxi1 = 2, and with the AMO for
xi1, ¬xi1 = v. Second, supposexi1 = v is true and, say,ri2 = 1
throughri2 = n − 1 are all false; we need to show thatri2 = n
follows by unit resolution. Now,xi1 = v implies through AMO
¬xi1 = 2, and thus¬ri2 = 1 using the channeling clauses. This
together with the hypothesis of the case and the ALO forri2 allows
us to obtainri2 = n, as desired.

Our second observation is that the binary theory consist-
ing of the channeling clauses for all constraints can be sim-
plified using a strongly connected components (SCC) algo-
rithm such as in (del Val 2001). The SCCs will consist
precisely of the triplets of boolean variables of the form
xij = k, rik = j andcjk = i. The SCC-based algorithm
would then replace each such triplet by a single variable,
which we may appropriately callxijk, as in the 3D SAT
encodings, and perform the appropriate replacements in the
remaining clauses. The result is the following:

• The ALO and AMO clauses for the CSP variables become
clauses of the 3D-encoding. Specifically, the clauses la-
beled ALO-k and AMO-k (1 ≤ k ≤ 3) in the 3D-
encoding are the result of rewriting the ALO and AMO
clauses for the primal variables (k=1), row dual variables
(k=2) and column dual variables (k=3) in the minimal
channeling encoding.

• The channeling clauses become tautologies after variable
replacement, so they can be eliminated.

The SCC-simplification formally captures the intuitive
idea that the triplet of variablesxij = k, rik = j andcjk = i
all “mean the same” –colork is in cell(i, j)–, and hence that
each triplet can be “collapsed” into a single boolean variable
xijk, as done in the 3D encoding (and in the “SAT channel-
ing model” of (Hnich, Smith, & Walsh 2004)).

Proposition 2 Unit resolution on the 3D model has the
same pruning power as MAC on the bichanneling model.

Proof: (Gent 2002) shows that unit resolution on the support en-
coding of a CSP problem is equivalent to MAC on the original
problem. We have just shown that unit resolution on the minimal
support encoding is equivalent to unit resolution on the support en-
coding of the bichanneling model, and that the 3D encoding is sim-
ply the minimal support encoding after SCC simplification, which
does not affect the power of unit resolution.

Thus, the 3D model exactly captures the bichanneling
model, without loosing any propagation power, but with 3
times fewer variables (n3 instead of3n3) and without the
4n3 channeling clauses of the minimal channeling model.
We did in fact try to solve QCPs using a direct encoding of
the bichanneling model, with very bad results due to the size
of the resulting theories. The above propositions seem to go
a long way toward explaining the success of the 3D model.

Satz’s heuristic in QCPs
We now turn to solver and domain-specific features that may
explain the observed performance. Thus our next step was to

For eachfree variablex such thatPROPz(x) is truedo
(let F ′ andF ′′ two copies of the formulaF under consideration)

F ′ := unit-propagation(F ′ ∪ {x});
F ′′ := unit-propagation(F ′′ ∪ {¬x});
If � ∈ F ′ and � ∈ F ′′ then return ”F is unsatisfiable”
If � ∈ F ′ then x:=0,F := F ′′

else if� ∈ F ′′ then x:=1,F := F ′

If � 6∈ F ′ and � 6∈ F ′′ then
let w(x) denote the weight ofx
w(x) := number of times that non-binary clauses ofF

have been reduced when derivingF ′

w(¬x) := number of times that non-binary clauses ofF
have been reduced when derivingF ′′

For eachfree variablex do
H(x) := w(x) ∗ w(¬x) ∗ 1024 + w(x) + w(¬x);

Branch on the free variablex with greatestH(x)

Figure 1: The variable selection heuristic ofSatz for
PROP (x, 4)

analyze in depth the behavior on QCP instances of the best
solver, Satz, so as to incorporate new propagation techniques
and heuristics into the CSP solvers from the insights gained.
Before going into details, let us recall the variable selec-
tion heuristic that implements Satz, which combines MOMS
(Maximum Occurrences in clauses of Minimum Size) and
UP (Unit Propagation) heuristics. In both heuristics, the goal
is to maximize the power of unit propagation. MOMS picks
one variable among those that occur the most often in min-
imal size clauses, since these are more likely to result in
propagation. UP goes a step further by actually measuring
the number of propagations from each choice. It examines
each variablep occurring in a given CNF formulaφ by re-
spectively adding the unit clausesp and¬p to φ, and inde-
pendently making two unit propagations, which are used to
derive a score for each variable. As a secondary effect, UP
detects so-calledfailed literals in φ, which when satisfied
falsify φ in a single unit propagation.

In order to reduce the time required to propagate all liter-
als, Satz applies UP to a restricted number of variables that
occur in binary clauses by applying a unary predicate, called
PROPz, which is defined as follows:

Definition 1 Letφ be a CNF formula; letPROP (x, i) be a
binary predicate which is true iff variablex occurs both pos-
itively and negatively in binary clauses ofφ, and there are
at leasti occurrences ofx in binary clauses ofφ; and letT
be an integer.PROPz(x) is defined to be the first of the
three predicatesPROP (x, 4), PROP (x, 3), true (in this
order) whose denotational semantics contains more than a
fixed numberT of variables.T is set to 10 in Satz.

After applying unit propagation to a restricted number of
variables and detecting failed literals, the heuristic of Satz
weights literals with different criteria depending on the pred-
icate applied. For example, whenPROP (x, 4) is applied,
the heuristic scores each literal(x,¬x) with the number of
times that non-binary clauses have been reduced when prop-
agating the literal. The pseudocode of the variable selec-
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% solved mean median
order GAC-HLA MAC-HLA Satz GAC-HLA MAC-HLA Satz GAC-HLA MAC-HLA Satz
35 98 98.5 100 428 586 6 131 129 1.2
37 86 89.5 100 1360 1913 42 882 822 5.8
40 52 58 99.5 1770 3033 539 5304 8411 41
43 30 39 84 1342 2668 1243 > 12000 > 12000 358
45 24 26 68 2810 3585 1181 > 12000 > 12000 1184

Table 3: Comparison of GAC-HLA, MAC-HLA and Satz. Time in seconds, mean of solved instances. Cutoff 12000 seconds.
1 Ghz.

% solved mean median
order MAC-LA MAC-HLA MAC-LA MAC-HLA MAC-LA MAC-HLA
30 96 100 544 18 482 9
33 91 100 1753 187 1256 52
35 58 98.5 2714 586 4487 129

Table 4: Comparison of MAC-LA and MAC-HLA. Time in seconds, mean of solved instances. Cutoff 12000 seconds. 1 Ghz.

tion heuristic of Satz forPROP (x, 4) is shown in Figure 1.
FunctionH(x) is used to reach a good balance between
weights of positive literals and weights of negative literals.

When solving QCP instances using the 3-D encoding with
Satz, we observed that Satz almost always uses the predicate
PROP (x, 4), which requiresx to occur in both positive and
negative binary clauses, with at least 4 occurrences in total.
A closer look at the 3-D encoding reveals that Boolean vari-
ables that fulfillPROP (x, 4) model CSP variables with do-
main size 2. The reason is that positive literals only occur in
the ALO-1, ALO-2 and ALO-3 constraints, hence the only
way to havex occur positively in a binary clause is when
one of these clauses becomes binary, in which case the cor-
responding (primal or dual) CSP variable has domain size 2.
Further, it is easy to show that the variables in such positive
binary clauses have at least three other negative occurrences
from AMO clauses, so thatPROP (x, 4) holds. This anal-
ysis led us to incorporate the technique of failed literals and
the heuristic of Satz into CSP solvers as follows:

1. For each free CSP variable of domain size 2, we propagate
each value of the domain in order to see if the domain
can be reduced. As a result, the domain can remain as
before, can be a singleton or can be empty. In the first
case, we weight the variable using the balance functionH
of Satz’s heuristics, wherew(x = i) is the number of
times that domains have been reduced after propagating
the valuei. In the second case, we fix the variable to
the only value of its domain. In the third case, we have
detected an inconsistency and we backtrack.

2. We select the first free CSP variable of domain size 2 with
greatest value of functionH.

3. If there is no candidate variable in step 2, we apply the
default heuristic of the CSP solver (for example,min-
domain ).

The above description corresponds to what we will call
simply look-ahead heuristic (LAH). We refer to the ver-
sion of GAC (MAC) that incorporates LAH as GAC-LAH

(MAC-LAH).

Experimental results: Part 2
To assess the performance of LAH we performed an empir-
ical investigation. In the first experiment we compared Satz
with GAC-LAH and MAC-LAH on sets of 200 instances
of order 35, 37, 40 and 45 of the hard region of the phase
transition. The results obtained are shown in Table 3. We
observed that Satz outperforms GAC-LAH and MAC-LAH,
but the differences are not so dramatic as with GAC-vo,
which was the most competitive CSP option to solve QCPs.
MAC-LAH seems to be slightly superior to GAC-LAH.

In the second experiment, we analyzed if the improve-
ments achieved on CSP solvers are due to the use of looka-
head to detect potential wipeouts or to the heuristic function.
To this end, we compared MAC-LAH with a variant MAC-
LA which uses the same lookahead but chooses variables
of minimum domain size instead of applying the heuristic
function H to a reduced number of variables; we refer to
that version as MAC-LA. The results obtained, shown in
Table 4, clearly indicate that the heuristic function plays a
central role.

Nevertheless, failed literals do achieve an extra-level of
consistency in each search node over that of plain unit prop-
agation, and a natural question to ask is whether stronger
forms of consistency could yield better results. We ex-
perimented with stronger forms of lookahead without suc-
cess, but did not tryalldifferent constraints. Hall’s
Theorem, as presented in (van Hoere 2001), states that:
the constraintalldifferent (x1, . . . , xn) with respec-
tive variable domainsD1, . . . , Dn has a solution if and only
if no subsetK ⊆ {x1, . . . , xn} exists such that|K| >
|
⋃

xi∈K Di|. However, we observed experimentally that,
for the QCP and the solvers considered, the condition of the
theorem is only violated by subsets of three CSP variables
with domain size two. It is easy to show that the lookahead
phase of our heuristic, when applied to a variable of domain
size two, finds a contradiction for the two values of the do-
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Figure 2: Percent solved for the main solvers.

main and backtracks. So in practice we may be getting the
same pruning power as with Hall’s theorem.

As a summary of our main results, Figure 2 compares the
main approaches discussed in this paper in terms of scala-
bility, plotting percent of solved instances against the order
of quasigroups. It can be seen that SAT encodings still scale
better, but that the incorporation of the lookahead heuristic
inspired by Satz goes a long way toward bridging the gap
between the best CSP model available to date, GAC-vo, and
the SAT approaches.

Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have shown that SAT encodings allow
much more scalable solutions to QCP problems, in partic-
ular when compared to previous results in the literature. We
have explained this performance by properties of the repre-
sentation and by solver-specific features; and we have shown
that those features can also be fruitfully exploited in CSP
models to get much better CSP solutions than before.

A number of open questions remain for future work. First,
while we can explain Satz’s performance and exploit its fea-
tures in CSP approaches, a similar study could be carried out
for Satzoo. This might help in understanding the role of CBJ
and learning in QCPs, as in our experience they do not help
with QCPs formulated as CSPs. Second, it appears that the
single-lookahead heuristic with a MAC-GAC solver may do
quite a bit of redundant work, which may already be done
when ensuring arc-consistency in the previous search level;
exploiting this may lead to a substantially faster implemen-
tation of the heuristic. Finally, we plan to study the effect of
many-valued models (Ansóteguiet al. 2002) as an interme-
diate and potentially more concise representation between
SAT and CSP.
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